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There is a level of PAIN that comes
from being ALONE that is…..

Intolerable to you…. And requires
french fries.

What’s your problem?
Let’s discuss:
 Why do we eat beyond our physical needs?
 Conscious or semi-conscious emotional eating
 Fatigue, low-energy, reward, compensatory, anger, loneliness, fear of hunger, immediate
gratification vs. long-term gratification

 Unconscious or unresolved emotions that cause feelings of anxiety and
spark the craving mechanism as a learned response
 Unconscious fears that make us feel safer with extra weight on our body
 The “caveman” brain’s response to any perception of threat and the brain
chemistry of fight/flight and cortisol release
 The “caveman” brain’s fear of hunger
 Habitual eating i.e. popcorn at the movies, wine at dinner
 The food industry or other triggers that launch the brain’s craving
mechanism
 Biochemical imbalances that trigger cravings such as blood sugar or
hormonal imbalances, nutrient deficiencies, low serotonin, microbiome
imbalance

What’s your problem?
Take a minute and jot down the reasons why you
feel you can’t stick to a healthy diet and lifestyle.

Immediate gratification vs. long-term
gratification
Immediate gratification pro’s

Immediate gratification con’s

Food tastes good in the moment

May feel emotionally and physically
worse immediately after

Temporarily comforting

Weight gain and health risks*

Feels good to indulge, like we’re
taking care of ourselves

Less energy

Life feels like more fun

Less clarity of thought

Living in the moment

Bad example for kids

Food is often cheaper and more
convenient

Negative impacts on self-esteem and
confidence

Saves time

Depression
Relationships suffer
Career may suffer
Overall quality of life suffers

Immediate gratification vs. long-term
gratification
Long-term gratification pro’s

Long-term gratification con’s

Feel good about choices

Feelings of deprivation

Better health

Feelings of struggle and constantly trying
to exert willpower

More confidence and self-esteem

Healthy food is more expensive and
inconvenient

Better relationships

Healthy food doesn’t taste as good

Clear and strong thinking ability

Life can feel harder at times

Slower aging process, longer life

People might not like me because I’m no
fun

Better quality of life

Might have a negative impact on my social
life

Better physical shape means I can do
more, see more, live more

I have to spend time exercising

More energy means I can do more, see
more, live more

Three Mind-Body Techniques for Food
Cravings
#1 Emotional Freedom Technique
Tap on the points as you
focus on the craving and
say “this craving” as you
tap each point. Tap along
with my EFT for Food
Cravings Video at
www.EvolutionWellness.ca
Under the “videos” tab.

How to release unresolved emotions
and subconscious blocks

Dawson Church How EFT re-wires your brain

http://vimeo.com/14299752

Stress Eating and Food Addiction Coaching
Program
On-line group program 8-60 minute sessions + 8-30 min Q&A sessions
 brain chemistry assessment and supplementation protocol
 In-depth training in EFT targeted to DISMANTLE the ways we reach for
food for anything OTHER than physical hunger. i.e. fear of hunger, time
of day eating, hormonal eating, habitual eating and stress eating
 Road map to the subconscious beliefs and unresolved emotions that
contribute to YOUR stress eating
 Stress Eating and Food Addiction Handbook
 Downloads of all of the webinar recordings so you can listen to them
again and again!
 Special bonus audio the “Love Your Body” morning ritual meditation
For seminar participants only, register tonight and receive $160 bonus of
2- 1 hour private coaching sessions!
Program cost $249 $229

Title: Food Addiction and Stress Eating Webinar
Date & Time: Friday, September 25th at 7:00pm
Eastern
Attend by Phone:
Guest pin code: 301983#
Primary dial in number: (425) 440-5100
Secondary dial in number: (315) 401-3279
Full list of dial in Numbers:
http://InstantTeleseminar.com/Local/?eventid=745
56561
Event Page:
http://iTeleseminar.com/74556561
Event Page Password: freedom

#2 Kelly McGonigal’s Food Craving
Interrupt Process
Step 1) Recognize that the craving came from
somewhere and it wasn’t present a moment
ago
Step 2) Remind yourself that your brain is being
hijacked by an inappropriate pain/stress
response that is falsely convincing you that the
only solution to that pain is to eat the food
you’re wanting in that moment
Step 3) Remind yourself of your long-term goals
and watch the craving mechanism fall apart
simply by your conscious attention to it

#3 The Sedona Method
Step 1) Notice the craving
Step 2) Ask yourself if you would let the craving
go if you could. Answer yes or no
Step 3) Ask yourself if you could let the craving
go. Answer yes or no
Step 4) Ask yourself when you would let that
craving go if you could. Answer is always
“now”.
Repeat until the craving is manageable or
completely dissipated.
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